
  

/ə/
bitte, genau, leben

bevor, Folge, Banane
Punkte

When followed
by n, m or l in the
same syllable, /ə/
often disappears

and makes the
following letter
syllabic, giving

/nn̩, mn̩ , l n̩/.

Stressed
long

/ɛː ~ eː/
Käse, gäbe, Märchen
Ähre, säen, Mädchen
Gespräch, Universität

Often pronounced 
/eː/ if  unambiguous

in e.g. Käse,
but more often /ɛː/

in e.g. gäbe, säen  
(confusion with gebe, 

sehen) and ä  
(pronunciation
of  the letter “ä”)

a

ä

e

i

o

y

/a/
Umfang
Anfang

dasselbe, etwas

/a/
satt, das, dass, hat

tanzen, als, an, Affe
Ratte, nass, Papa

/aː/
Rat, Rate, Glas, Nase

Rad, na, ja, Saat, Magd
da, ahnen, mal, gab

/ɛ ~ e/
Prädikat

Mariä

/e/
Rhetorik, lebendig

egal, genial
Region, Kaffee

/ɛ/
Kälte, längst

Känguru, Hälfte
Länder

/eː/
Beet, Ehre, den

geben, gehen
Gel, Paket, Emblem

/a/
banal

passieren
Familie

/ɪ/
Mitte, in, bis, ich, mit

Kind, sich, will, gib
ist, isst, wird, wirr

/ɛ/
Bett, des, der, es

Eltern, denn

/oː/
Ofen, ohne, hoch, oder
Boot, Ohr, los, so, vor
schon, Region, Atom

/iː/
Miete

wir, ihr, die
Protein, Pikser

/ɔ/
offen, noch, soll

Ort, ob
von, vorne

/øː/
schön, Öfen
Fötus, Höhe

hören, Gehör, hörst

/œ/
öfter

löschen, fördern
zwölf

/uː/
nur, du, zu, zur

Mus, Kuh, Mut, Uhr
Schule, schwul, Fuß

/ʊ/
und, um, zum, durch

Mutter, Schuld
Bus

/y/
Physik

Pyramide
Dynamik

/u/
Rubin

Mutation

YES

ü
/ʏ/

Mütter, dürr, Dürre
nützlich, müssen

fünf, zurück

/yː/
früh, für

Rübe, über
grün, schwül

/u/
zurück

/ʊ/
Ordnung

unterwegs

/a/
dafür
Oma
etwa

/ɪ/
riskant

Freundin
Information

/ø/
ökologisch
Önologie

/ɛ/
deswegen, derselbe

Benzin

/ɔ/
Rondell

nochmal

/yː/
Typ, Mythos, Lyrik

Analyse, Syrien
Asyl, typisch

/y/
überwachen
überheblich
überhaupt

/ʏ/
Myrrhe
Ägypten

Olympia, Rhythmus

Bold rectangles
indicate identical

sounds, disregarding
stress patterns.

The pronunciation follows the
original language's pronunciation;
try to pronounce the word as in the

original language, but using only
German vowels.  Keep the original

stress pattern.

/ɛ/ is the formally
correct

pronunciation,
but /e/ is

very common

The letters ü
and y have the

same
pronunciation

in all
environments

– the letter
y is used in

words of
non-Germanic

origin, while
ü is used in

native words

/ʏ/
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YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

You have a choice how to
pronounce the e.  Both
/ɛ/ and /ə/ are correct.

YES

/ɛr/ in the same
syllable is

often pronounced
/ɐ/.

/i/
pikant

Minute
Spaghetti

/i/
dieselbe, vielleicht

wieso
Gassi

/o/
Problem, Prozent

Kino, Auto

/o/
sogar, sowie

wohin

YES

Does the syllable contain the
doubled vowel aa, ee or oo?

Is the vowel followed
by h or e?

Is the vowel followed by
a single consonant

followed by a vowel?

NO

Sorry, you have to learn which vowels
are long and short in this case.  

NOYES

NO YES

NO YES

NO

YES

Stressed
short

The syllables of  these vowels carry stress.
If  multiple syllables are stressed, the first carries the primary

stress, and the others carry secondary stress.

Unstressed
open

These are pronounced
like the vowels in stressed

short syllables, but they do
not carry stress.

Unstressed
closed reduced

Unstressed
closed unreduced

Only with the letter e  is there a distinction in pronunciation
between these two cases.  No minimal pairs exist.  At the end of

a word, they can be pronounced as long vowels, except for /ə/.

If  followed by r in the same syllable, the distinction
between these two cases disappears for many speakers.

In words of  Germanic origin,
all but /ə/ occur only in

prefixes and suffixes

Many dialects have
differing pronunciations;
this overview shows only
Standard German ones.

Is the word a word of  foreign origin that uses the
original language's spelling?  This is the case with

recent borrowings from English, etc. , which have not
yet been adapted to German spelling rules.

ai

äu

au

/aɪ/
Mai, Kaiser

/oʏ/
häufig, äußerst, Bäume, täuschen, Käufer

/aʊ/
Frau, Haupt, auf, laufen, faul, Bauer

eu /oʏ/
Heu, Leute, Steuer, Freund, euch, Europa

ei /aɪ/
keine, bei, ein, reisen, Ei

ö

u

Is the vowel a single
letter e at the end of

the word?

Is the word related
to a word in which
the syllable would

be long?
(E.g. lebendig from leben)

Is the word a
“Fremdwort”, i.e.

a word of  
non-Germanic

origin?

Is the vowel followed by a
doubled consonant?

Follow the
pronunciation

rules ofthe original
language (mostly)

Does the word consist
of  a single syllable?

Continue  for each
part of  the
compound 
separately.

Is the word
a compound word?

Is it a syllable that
ends in -en, -em, or

-el in a word of
Germanic origin?

Is the vowel a diphtong?
(i.e. ei, ai, au, äu, or eu)

Is the vowel stressed?

The vowel in the
single syllable is

stressed.

The first syllable
is stressed

(mostly)

Is the vowel at the end of
the word?

Is the vowel followed by a single consonant
followed by the end of  the word, and the word

is of  Germanic origin and not a function word?

Is the vowel
followed

by ck, tz, pf or x?

Is the vowel followed by
ß, bt, bs, dt, ds, gt, 

gd, gs, ks, ws or sd?
(But not Abt, Stadt, gibt, etc.)

Is it a proper noun
of  Germanic origin?

Is the word
of  Germanic

origin?

Does the word have
a prefix?

The pronunciation of  German vowels depends on
whether the vowel is in a stressed or unstressed

syllable.  Let's first find out which syllables of  the
word carry stress.  Yes, more than one syllable in a

single word can carry stress.

You want to know how the vowels in a German
word are pronounced?  Start here.

Now that we know which
syllables are stressed,
we can start looking at

individual syllables.  Continue
for each syllable separately.

Is the vowel
at the end of
a syllable?

These are
example words
for each case.
The vowel in
question is
underlined.

NO YES

Continue for the
prefix and the rest of
the word separately.

YES

NO

Does the prefix carry
stress?  Sorry, you have to
know whether the prefix

carries stress.  Some
prefixes can appear as both

stressed and unstressed.

Does the prefix
exist as a

separate word?
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